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IAB EMPOWERS THE MEDIA 
AND MARKETING INDUSTRIES TO 

THRIVE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY. 



We Are Digital Media’s Biggest Tent
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650+ LEADING MEDIA COMPANIES RESPONSIBLE FOR SELLING 86% OF U.S. DIGITAL ADVERTISING



IAB and Our Partners
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LEADERSHIP
IAB Board

IAB Digital Video Center 
of Excellence

IAB Mobile Marketing Center 
of Excellence

IAB Data Center of Excellence

PARTNERS
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What IAB Does and How We Do It



IAB Data & Ad Effectiveness
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Data

Publishers

ConsumersMarketers

Monetization/
Design Insights

Selling Automation

Ad Relevance
Ad Personalization
Privacy/Controls

Targeting
Measurement/Attribution

Buying Automation

All in service of ensuring and assessing…

Ad Effectiveness

Data & Ad Effectiveness Charter:
Fulfill data’s central role in planning, 
activating, and measuring effective 
advertising (for consumers, publishers, and 
marketers) by raising awareness, 
publishing and driving adoption of 
guidelines and best practices, and 
informing tools and standards.

Benchmarks
Activation
Identity

Audience Data



IAB Data & Ad Effectiveness – Scope
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Consumers Marketers Publishers

Data 
(Center of Excellence)

Data Benchmarks & Activation  

Identity & Audience Data   

Ad Effectiveness

Consumer Experience:
Relevance/Targeting & Personalization  

Consumer Experience:
Privacy/Controls 

Measurement & Attribution  

Buying Automation  

Selling Automation 

Publisher Monetization/Design Insights  



Identity Management – Why it Matters
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Mobile Identity Whitepaper Objective

White paper and 1-sheet focused primarily on 
mobile (secondarily on cross-screen):
• Different approaches and solutions for 

identifying users on mobile & cross-screen 
• How mobile differs from desktop 
• Answers to buyers most frequently questions   
• Addresses privacy best practices 

Primary Audience Marketers, Advertisers and 
Agencies  

Secondary audience: publishers
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Released at IAB Mobile Symposium 



Building on Earlier Documents   
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Released in August of this year, includes 
chapter on device graph as a foundation 
for a holistic view of message delivery 
and definitions of deterministic / 
probabilistic methods 

IAB.com search “Attribution Primer”

2014 paper explored potential alternatives 
to cookies. Examined needs of 
consumers, publishers, advertisers and  
solution classes: server issued (cookies), 
device-inferred (algorithm driven IDs), 
client generated (browser, app, OS 
generated), network inserted (3rd party 
servers between user device and publisher 
servers), and cloud synchronized  
(centralized service that all parties would 
potentially agree to work with)

Search IAB.com: Privacy and Tracking

2013 Paper highlighted limitations in 
cookies function on mobile devices. 
References client/device generated ID’s 
and Statistical ID.

IAB.com search “Cookies 101”



Cross-channel audience identification & measurement cited as key 
focus areas by marketers and media practitioners
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The practice of establishing (deterministically or probabilistically), linking, and storing 
consumer identifiers (e.g., cookies, device IDs, statistical IDs, IP addresses)
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Essential to: 
• Data hygiene
• Accurate audience segmentation (targeting/addressability)
• Consumer experience / personalization
• Delivery measurement
• Multi-touch attribution
• Publisher liquidity / yield (especially mobile)

And increasingly critical with the rise of mobile 
and cross-device media consumption…

Simple Device Graph (AdExchanger.com)

Marketing Begins with Identity Mapping and Matching



How Identity is Used 
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Marketing applications of mobile and cross-device identity



Ways of identifying users on mobile | Ad ID vs Cookies
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Cookies in Mobile Browser: 3rd party cookies supported in Android (not iOS, where default Safari setting has 3rd party 
cookies disabled)
Cookies in Mobile App: cookies handled via “webview” (enables access to content/sites without leaving app), stored in app-
specific space called “sandbox”   Result: advertisers cannot follow users from app to app with cookies like they can on browser. 

“Cookies Don’t Work on Mobile”   

- Cookies on mobile work (to an extent)
- Their persistence and acceptance can vary
- NEW: in iOS 11 - Safari now blocks passing of 

cookies to 3rd parties determined to be “trackers”

Cookies

Device / Ad IDs 



Safari Cookie Blocking | Update
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With the release of iOS 11 in September came an updated version of the Safari browser with a feature called 
Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP). Enabled by default, ITP blocks certain cookies from websites

Before ITP: Safari desktop & mobile browsers blocked 3rd party cookies by default (1st party cookies were 
traditionally safe from automatic blocking/removal, as they retain user sessions/login status, shopping cart info, 
website settings etc.) 

With ITP: Apple removes possibility of 1stparty user event establishing a more persistent cookie readable in 3rd 
party contexts. 

1) Safari determines algorithmically whether a web domain has the ability to track a user across sites 

2) When a domain is flagged as being able to track a user across sites, 2 new rules are applied to cookies 
from that domain:
- 24 hours after most recent 1st party interaction with the domain, cookie payload for that domain 

becomes unavailable in a third-party context
- 30 days after most recent 1st party interaction with the domain, cookie payload for that domain is purged



Implications of ITP for Advertising
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Eliminates method of establishing consistent, cookie-based identity for use by 3rd party ad systems  
(ultimately depreciates value of cookies in match tables). Other implications:

• Publishers with (a) frequent first-party engagements with users and (b) their own advertising ecosystems will 
be less affected than smaller publishers (who are more reliant on 3rd party tracking)

• Publishers with significant off-property (“network”) business will be significantly affected

• Industry efforts to create standard ID (using cookies) may be further challenged as will industry wide opt-out

• Minimal impact on short-term conversion tracking (cookie remains available for 24 hours after it’s been set 
during click), and web analytics (whose systems generally depend on 1st party cookies set by JavaScript) 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/appnexus-liveramp-and-mediamath-launch-technology-consortium-to-enable-people-based-programmatic-advertising-300451304.html


Short-term Solutions to Mitigate ITP Impact on Reach, Targeting, Measurement 
(within browser-based and in-app webview Safari environments)
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Focus on establishing a first-party assets (continually refresh that 1st party asset vs relying on 3rd-party 
data synch)

Buyers: 
• Develop first-party data strategy by leveraging first-party cookies in combination with ID matching to protect 

and activate data assets.
• Advertisers can serve 1st party cookies from their own sites, warehouse in a 1st party location (onboard data 

from external sources to enrich)
• Apply non-cookie-based technologies for user identification and impression valuation (Probabilistic and 

statistical approaches are the most common)

Publishers: 
• Build data assets against first-party cookies and store in ways that retain first-party relationships with users 

(warehousing done via white label DMP, or bespoke/custom DMP).
• Consistently use same ID matching service as buyers and DMP partners (allows buyers to decision on 

publisher first-party data by mapping that data to the identity vendor’s user ID for un-fragmented activation). 
Note: not all identity vendors develop their own ID, should factor into partner selection in this scenario

More info: https://iabtechlab.com/safari-response/
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Access to Advertising IDs - not a given 
Marketers assume Ad IDs gathered by publishers openly accessible / transferable (not always the case, more so in RTB settings)

Device graphs
Rely on two distinct approaches: probabilistic and deterministic methods
Challenges with both approaches include accuracy testing and controlling for errors (ex: friends, family, using same device)

Deterministic Approaches: 
Relies on PII (ex: email, ph #, mailing address, credit card info) to identify / target same user across screens  
- User logs in or makes a purchase, deterministic providers associate those device IDs or cookies in a device graph 
- Because of ability to authenticate across devices, deterministic approaches are thought of as most accurate 
- Downside is perceived lack of scale across devices (hard limits to the amount of reg data that companies have)
- Because of this, some deterministic providers may also leverage probabilistic device inferences

Probabilistic Approaches
Incorporates thousands of anonymous data points (device type, OS, location data etc.) to identify statistical correlations between devices. 
• Signals may be also be drawn from multi-user identifiers like IP addresses or geographic regions. 
• Based on these signals, probabilistic techniques attempt to determine devices likely used by the same person. 
• Once determination is made, provider assigns particular statistical ID to the device.

Other Ways of Identifying Users Across Screens



Precision (accuracy) and Recall (reach or scale) in Probabilistic Approaches
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High Precision Graph High Recall Graph

Of the devices matched, all are correct 
(but leaves many devices unmatched) A lot more devices are matched

(but not all matches are correct)



Linking Across Data Sets | Tactics for Bridging Web to App
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Combination of web-based IP addresses, cookies, app-based Ad IDs, 1st and 3rd party data and location 
identifiers

To track this consumer’s journey…. marketers must mix and match 



Screens vs Users | How Audiences are Counted Matters
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A consumer with a single device can have multiple ID’s 



Example Identity Match Processes
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- Since cookies are domain-specific, those 
created by one 3rd-party cannot be read by 
another unless matching process used 

- “Cookie synch” used by companies to jointly 
identify user’s browser 

• ID clusters combined in device graph-building process
• Result is data that creates connections between IDs based 

on anonymous and/or login data

• Match table created to map IDs of one platform 
to IDs for that same user, on another. 

• Ad IDs gathered through mobile in-app can also 
be linked with cookie IDs 

NOTE: Post Safari ITP techniques going forward will likely be based on: 
(1) a short-interval sync leveraging 1st-party assets available within 24 hours; 
(2) passively executed sync using HTTP header fields (user agent, referrer, etc.), on-page script, or other probabilistic approaches 
(3) an actively requested sync through user-provided data such as email address or via an explicit authentication



Marketer Considerations for Data Linkage / Matching Vendors 
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● Discuss service pricing model (ex; flat rate, CPM rate, matched user rate)

● Determine data onboarding process/costs (how client segments / data handled to ensure compliance)  

● Question vendor processes for matching devices, cookies and IDs

● How does the vendor measure performance for their solution?



Privacy Resources
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• Apple iOS Advertising Preferences and Opt-Out 
process 

• Other Opt-Out Mechanisms
• DAA (Digital Advertising Alliance) AdChoices 

and App Choices 

• User Permissions for Location Data In-App and 
mobile web

• GDPR: IAB working group forming to help educate
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Other IAB Identity Initiatives

Identity Standards Working Group Examining Identity solutions and key quality 
components:
• Reliability (persistence) of underlying data currencies used 
• Processes to associate nodes to graph    
• Graph maintenance over time
• Consumer privacy considerations
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Get involved!  

IAB Members Contact:  committees@iab.com  



Thank You
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Eric John
eric@iab.com
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